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1. Introduction. 

1.1. Thank you for giving British Destinations the opportunity to present our views on Coastal Tourism 

and the visitor economy to the All Party Parliamentary Group on Visitor Economy. We are the trade 

association that represents the interests of major well-established UK destinations including many of 

the popular urban and rural coastal destinations within the UK.  More detail on the organisation can be 

accessed via:  

https://britishdestinations.net/  

1.2. As British Destinations, British Resorts and Destinations Association and prior to that British Resorts 

Association we have been leading advocates for the cause of coastal tourism and the visitor economy. 

Since the late 1990 we have been actively seeking to counter popular misconceptions and gain 

recognition for coastal resort and associated national issues.  Key points include: 

 Coastal, and coastal resort based tourism in particular, is not in terminal decline. 

 That tourism in coastal resorts is part of the solution to, not the direct or indirect cause of the 

many of very serious, parallel social and economic problems experienced in many of those 

coastal resort towns. 

 Successful tourism economies can and do coexist with serious social and economic deprivation.  

 Tackling social and economic deprivation can significantly enhance the tourism and visitor 

economy offer of most coastal resort towns, as deprivation is a major direct and indirect barrier 

to a successful destination.  Enhancing the tourism and visitor economies can contribute to 

tackling deprivation; they are separate but interdependent activities that can and should be 

address concurrently.  

 Most resorts have traditionally had mixed, seasonal economies, of which tourism has been a 

core component; holistic, mixed economy solutions are needed to redress the balance and to 

avoid an over reliance on any one sector.   

 Many complimentary, traditional coastal industries from fishing, through mining to agriculture 

have seen significant and very real decline in recent decades. New and innovative 

complimentary as well as traditional coastal economic activities are needed. 
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 A combination of quality of environment, sense of place, good services, excellent social and 

cultural offerings, events and sport and outdoor activities can all make coastal destination 

exceptionally good places to live and work in, rather than just simply to visit.  Achieving 

excellence in place making is central to a holistic approach to regeneration. 

 Destinations of any real significance need to be actively managed and not simply commercially 

marketed at a generic destination level. 

 Destination management involves both private and public sector assets and it needs active 

engagement and resource from both to achieve it. 

 Well managed destinations, need to be marketed as destinations within a national destination 

management framework. Logically that framework should include a destination management 

organisation for England (VisitEngland) and a destination marketing organisation for Britain 

(VisitBritain), with all three levels having clear, complimentary roles and functions.  

1.3. Coastal tourism in the UK remains popular and the coastal visitor economy is vibrant whilst still 

represents a significant proportion of both the UK’s total and individual Home Nation’s reported staying 

and day trip value and volumes, across leisure, visiting friends and relatives and business categories.  

Doubtless the inquiry will be given numerous figure but illustrate the point that really matters; that is 

that coastal tourism is very big and thus economically important we would refer you to a snapshot 

provided by VisitEngland of England’s coastal performance in 2014:  

 https://d1myqg1v1ynzrd.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/vb-corporate/Images/England-stats-

insights/seaside.pdf.  

Coastal statistics for the other Home Nations and for the UK coastal industry combined are equally 

impressive. 

1.4. Over the last 15 years there have seen some particular high points including: the publication of 

various influential reports and research, the 2006/7 Communities and Local Government Select 

Committee Inquiry on Coastal Town, the creation of the Department for Culture, Media and Sports 

(DCMS) Sea Change funding and the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) 

Coastal Communities Fund, which has been extended and is still on going.  Latterly we have also seen 

coastal communities, many of them in marginal seats, becoming the focus of Party Political interest and 

also linked or coincidental new and emerging interest in coastal communities and or coastal tourism 

from all manner of existing and new organisations.  We count this all as part of the cumulative success 

of a slow but steady process that started with the 1999 British Resorts Association report “Behind the 

Façade”. 

2. Behind the Façade. 

2.1. Although circumstance and names of organisations and mechanisms have changed some of the 

core messages of the 1999 report remain depressingly familiar (see text only version, original not 

digitised): 

 https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/behind-facade-report-text.pdf.  

https://d1myqg1v1ynzrd.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/vb-corporate/Images/England-stats-insights/seaside.pdf
https://d1myqg1v1ynzrd.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/vb-corporate/Images/England-stats-insights/seaside.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/behind-facade-report-text.pdf
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That aside, the critical learning from the 1999 work is the classic tourism impasse.  To get tourists to 

visit in number you need to create positive perceptions and be unerringly upbeat and demonstrate 

success, whilst to get government support in order to help you warrant the continued interest of 

tourists you generally need to be unequivocally gloomy, demonstrate failure and expose need.  Both 

forms of “propaganda” will be inevitably be reported, often out of context in the popular national 

press, and the bigger an ikon your destination the more of a beating your commercial reputation will 

get if it is a negative story line.  Agreeing to cooperatively publish the 1999 report was a huge step at 

the time and approaching 20 years later, whist it has resulted in significant positive developments 

within coastal destinations, the coastal tourism industry still finds itself the subject of precisely the 

same negative stereo typing, outdated perceptions, unsubstantiated assumption which can generally 

be summed up as “the last resort”, “in terminal decline” because “clearly everyone now goes abroad” 

and “no one holidays at home”.  Its patently nonsense, yet it is ingrained to the point that those who 

regularly visit a favourite resorts will often assume that they have found the exception to the rule and 

that all other resorts they do not visited or have not visited recently must surely be the ones that 

everyone else is referring to. The possibility that the reporting and stereotypical nonsense that sustain 

it might just be plain wrong seldom occurs to anyone.  

2.2. Moreover, 20 years later tourism in coastal resorts continues to flourish and grow, despite the fact 

that behind the façade the majority of coastal resorts still have to tackle disproportionately severe 

social and economic issues which are largely not of their own local making or driven purely by the 

decline of traditional local industries and, in particular, tourism.  Many of the most deprived wards in 

the UK can be found in central seaside town wards and coastal towns share characteristics with some of 

the worst of the older industrial towns.  What has changed of late, however, is that the previously 

inadequate local resources available to tackle, for example, concentrations of very poor quality houses 

in multiple occupancy (HMOs) and the principally social issues that they draw in have been rapidly 

eroded by the unprecedented levels of cuts to local authority funding.   

2.3. These funding issues have also had a direct knock-on effect on local direct or arm’s length 

destination management arrangement which as a non-statutory provision are being curtail or cut 

entirely.  Meanwhile, funding for essential public service (public realm, toilet, parking, arts culture etc.) 

maintenance of existing stock and critically development and infrastructure works that sets the 

conditions in which private sector tourism businesses flourish, is become harder to access and when 

accessed harder to match fund.  

3.  The Seaside Economy report and the Coastal Towns Inquiry. 

3.1.   Following on from the 1999 report Sheffield Hallam University and their team who specialised in 

geographic economics undertook a major study using Government’s own labour market and population   

data in 2003.  The seminal report studied the economies of Britain’s 43 principal resorts between 1971 

and 2001, much the same period from post war high point of domestic tourism to the alleged terminal 

decline of popular coastal holiday taking.  Over that period total recorded employment in adults of 

working age in the principal resorts grew by some 320k jobs or 20% and a great deal of it in sectors 

most closely associated with tourism.  However, over the same period the total population of adults of  
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working age (i.e. nothing to do with retirement) in those 43 resort areas grew by some 360k, meaning 

that resorts economies have had to run far faster than many other urban economies simply to stay still. 

The reports summary at pages 5 to 6 and conclusions pages 99 and 108 are still relevant today and a 

worth reading in full:  

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-seaside-economy-fina-lreport-2003.pdf 

 We would also wish to draw the group’s attention in particular to the report’s conclusions and the 

statement it that: “The common assumption that the British seaside tourism business is in terminal 

decline is profoundly wrong”. 

3.2. Encouraged in part by the findings of report and the growing political interest in the issues raised 

between 2003 and 2005 the then ODPM and shortly to become Communities and Local Government 

Select Committee resolved to undertake a Coastal Town’s inquiry in 2006/07. Although now a full 

decade old the inquiry, its evidence sessions, its report, the initial dismissive Government response and, 

in large part following our intervention, the almost unprecedented second Government response, all 

contains a wealth of information on coastal town issues, much of it still entirely relevant to today’s 

situation: 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200607/cmselect/cmcomloc/351/351.pdf  

Written evidence: 

https://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200506/cmselect/cmodpm/1023/1023ii.pdf  

Government’s second response: 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmselect/cmcomloc/69/69.pdf  

3.3. As well as significantly raising the status and understanding of coastal town’s issues the inquiry 

resulted in the production of research gap analysis and the subsequent production of a number of 

reports sponsored by DCLG covering England.  Amongst these of note is the principal English seaside 

town’s benchmark report of 2008, which we subsequently had replicated to include smaller seaside 

town in England and both principal and smaller seaside towns in Wales in 2009/10 (i.e. retrospectively 

ensuring that we have comparable data sets across the same resorts for the same period in both 

England and in Wales). These reports look at a range of socio economic markers; although absolute 

totals will have changed in the intervening period, relative relationships between resorts and many of 

the headline conclusions drawn remain largely unchanged: 

 https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-clg-principal-resort-benchmark-study.pdf 

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-seaside-towns-in-wales-benchmarking-

study_final.pdf 

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-smaller-english-seaside-towns-

benchmark.pdf  

 

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-seaside-economy-fina-lreport-2003.pdf
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200607/cmselect/cmcomloc/351/351.pdf
https://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200506/cmselect/cmodpm/1023/1023ii.pdf
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmselect/cmcomloc/69/69.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-clg-principal-resort-benchmark-study.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-seaside-towns-in-wales-benchmarking-study_final.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-seaside-towns-in-wales-benchmarking-study_final.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-smaller-english-seaside-towns-benchmark.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-smaller-english-seaside-towns-benchmark.pdf
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3.4. As a direct consequence of the inquiry a £45m, 3 year cultural and public space fund was set up by 

DCMS in 2008 to assist with the development of public assets in English coastal destinations.  Similarly 

the then Welsh Assembly looked to fund coastal regeneration in Wales.  Although the DCLG gap 

analysis recommended the production of more specific coastal tourism data, neither DCLG nor DCMS, 

the tourism sponsor department, were willing to fund its production.  Again British Destinations 

stepped in and working with the then Regional Development Agencies and Welsh Government we 

helped coordinate the production of an independent study of the scale and value of coastal tourism, 

using an innovative new approach, which again used Government’s own economic, employment and 

population data. 

4. The Seaside tourist industry in England and Wales – employment, economic output, location and 

trends. 

4.1. Rather than building up the cumulative value and volume of coastal tourism from traditional large 

scale tourism survey data the 2010 report took government’s data up to 2008 and compared 

employment levels in key sectors in seaside towns and the average in comparator towns with little 

tourism.  The resulting robust job figures were then used to derive estimates of economic activity.  The 

report found that seaside tourism industry directly supports some 210,000 jobs spread across six 

sectors of the local economy and the numbers had increased since the late 1990.  The total placed 

seaside tourism as an employer in 2010 between Telecommunications at 224,000 and the motor 

industry at 165,000.  The summary at page 9 – 10 and the assessment pages 58 to 62 and implications 

of the findings page 63 to 65 are worth reading in full: 

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-finaltourismreport.pdf. 

4.2. The release on new population census data sets allowed precisely the same methodology to be 

used for a further study covering the period of the recession post 2008.  The 2014 report, Seaside 

Towns in the Age of Austerity, found that although the coastal sector in England and Wales had grown 

in total the performance was varied which appeared to be attributable in part to geography and the 

nature of the core markets and the impact upon those from the recession.  The repor’ts summary at 

page 7 and assessment page 34 to 38 and implications 38 and 39 are again worth reading in full:  

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/2014-shu-report-seaside-towns-in-the-age-of-

austerity.pdf  

4.3. Subsequently the National Coastal Tourism Academy, which itself was set up with a substantial 

grant from the Coastal Communities Fund has conducted desk research based on existing reports in 

both 2015 and again in 2016: 

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/2015-coastal-tourism.pdf  

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/2016-coastal-tourism-report.pdf  

and of course the BHA’s undertook a similarly desk based, large scale research report which was issued 

in March 2016: 

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/2016-bha-coastal-tourism-report.pdf  

 

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/shu-finaltourismreport.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/2014-shu-report-seaside-towns-in-the-age-of-austerity.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/2014-shu-report-seaside-towns-in-the-age-of-austerity.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/2015-coastal-tourism.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/2016-coastal-tourism-report.pdf
https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/2016-bha-coastal-tourism-report.pdf
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5. Economic Measures. 

5.1. The APPG seek views on current and future economic measures.  Our experience shows that what 

both the public and private sector want especially at the local level is certainty, clear and consistent 

vision, a well thought through master plan for the destination, the means to deliver it, good supporting 

public services, guaranteed service and maintenance provision for public realm and good quality 

destination management, capable of delivering appropriate destination marketing, either directly or 

through third party destination marketing bodies where that was more appropriate to the scale of 

destination.  Given all of these the private sector is usually very happy to invest in developing its 

products, in the certain knowledge that external factors influence the current and critically the future 

business environment are largely being addressed and will continue to be addressed for the 

foreseeable future.  

5.2. Regrettably whilst much has improved in the last 15 years latterly the funding for destination 

management, core public service provision and maintenance of public realm has diminished. Core 

funding has been reduced whilst a number of welcome but not necessarily effective challenge funds 

have been put in place.  These are divisive, win or lose schemes, which tend to distort both master 

planning and individual project plans as public and private sector developers adjust their desired long 

term objective to meet ever changing criteria of the latest challenge fund in order to access funding.  

The funds are usually put together in indecent haste, criteria announced too late, bids then demanded 

too soon thereafter and, after all that, the awards are typically announced later than anticipated and 

again often far too late to be truly effective. Almost all have independent judging panels to ensure that 

schemes are judged purely on merit, yet almost without fail award announcements are delayed whilst 

Minister examine the recommendations and, we cynically suspect, then adjust to meet there own 

political imperatives.  There isn’t necessarily anything wrong with this provided it’s made clear from the 

outset and the apparent charade of independence were done away with.     What destinations actually 

need is guaranteed ongoing core development resource, albeit perhaps necessarily far more modest in 

scale and not random access to disparate and ever changing challenge funding, designed to meet 

national political objectives as much if not more than it is designed to meet local needs. 

5.3. Whilst we wouldn’t reject proposals to create coastal enterprise zones or the reduction on VAT on 

tourism services out of hand we think that unless the public sector engage in destination management, 

however it is physically delivered, and that quality service and quality public realm is provided that 

meets resident, visitor and business expectations under an agreed long term plan, little will change 

fundamentally in coastal resort town.  Why would anyone invest without that degree of certainty and 

confidence in the destination’s future? Lower rents, reduced business rates, lower tax levels and so on 

are all good but potentially short-term measure that might attract new business but which do little to 

retain and sustain it in the longer term. Certainty and clear direction brings confidence and long term 

confident generates a can do, must do, investment environment. 

5.4. Of greater immediate concern to us is the outcome of Government’s radical changes to business 

rate retention. We believe many coastal destinations with their often very limited foot prints will 

struggle to maintain business rate receipts let alone grow them from the creation of new business 

opportunities.  The APPG should look at the forecast impacts of this on coastal destinations before 

musing over the benefits or dis benefit of say adjusting VAT rates or creating enterprise zones.  
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Similarly we are also concerned that many coastal resort town will be left out of City and other 

devolution deals, or that where they are included geographically they are likely to be on the periphery 

and subject to all the physical disadvantages of being at the end of the line, 180 degree catchment and 

distribution areas and other barrier well illustrated in the reports previously mentioned. 

6. Housing and public realm. 

6.1. Public realm has been touched upon already, however, housing and specifically the inability to 

address poor quality Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) remains the single biggest issue for most 

major coastal destinations and on a smaller but nonetheless relatively as important scale for medium 

and smaller destinations.  It impacts upon everything because it is at the root of most of the 

destinations social woes and causes a disproportionate drain on public finances which in turn impacts 

on public realm, schooling, educational attainment, social services, medical, leisure, cultural, arts, parks 

gardens provision and so on.   No one wishes to see HMO’s being removed as a category of housing; 

they have an important part to play, provided they are to a decent standard and well managed.  

6.2. What is at issue is a perverse financial market that actually rewards individual for providing poor 

quality, poorly managed HMOs, over and above the provision of good quality accommodation.  Poor 

quality HMO’s by their nature attract those with some of the most challenging problems and 

behaviours.  Councils spend time and resource addressing these and when they are successful with 

individuals, rather than stabilising the local communities involved, one the first reactions of the 

individuals is generally to seek to move away from the poor quality HMO.  They move on and are then 

immediately replaced by others with challenging issues and the cycle then continues, with no hope of 

resolution unless housing issues are addressed first and foremost. In order stabilise communities 

blighted by poor quality HMOs Councils need the powers to tackle the poor quality housing in parallel 

to the occupant’s issues.  Areas that need to be addressed include powers to retrospectively enforce 

new or changed standards, lower local rates of housing benefit powers to tackle poor or none existent 

management.  The following presentation illustrates the issues experienced in Blackpool:    

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/hmos-and-guesthouses.ppt  

6.3. Poor quality HMO provision is not unique to seaside resorts, what is perhaps unique is that the 

housing stock that falls into HMO usage is often near to or mixed into the central, core commercial hub 

of resorts towns and it therefore has a disproportionately negative impact on those trading in other 

businesses of all types and acts as a direct disincentive and barrier to business development and 

investment.  That cycle has to be broken and it experience shows that that isn’t necessarily going to be 

achieved by incentivising new alternative development but rather by first tackling the perverse 

economic incentive to offer often appallingly poor quality HMOs and to do so often in large numbers 

and often in concentrated areas. 

7.  Availability of skills and workforce. 

7.1. The distorted property market in many destinations has much to do with the perceived shortage of 

skilled workers for tourism and indeed other industries.  Whilst larger properties that might otherwise 

be used to provide good quality private or private rented sector accommodation are being used to 

provide poor quality HMOs at considerable cost to the public purse it will remain difficult for key 

https://britishdestinations.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/hmos-and-guesthouses.ppt
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 tourism workers to afford to both live and work in many popular destinations, or at least to do so in 

safe, healthy, uncrowded conditions.  This is particularly true for some of the relatively low paid jobs in 

certain parts of the tourism industry.  Good quality private rented sector and more social housing may 

be required to rebalance the housing market and especially so in areas where second or holiday homes 

predominate and further reduce the affordable housing stock. 

8.  Transport Connections. 

8.1. There have been significant improvements in connectivity for the majority of major seaside 

destinations over the last decade especial in relationship to the removal of long standing trunk road 

bottlenecks. What has yet to be addressed is peak traffic management in and around resort towns 

which by their nature have limited alternative routes, availability of parking at scale for peak periods 

and integrated transport solutions to reduce car journeys once in destination.   

8.2. Certain opportunities remain to improve the status of some coastal destinations, but not all, as 

commuter hubs via improvement of rail links to major neighbouring conurbations and areas of differing 

and/or higher levels of available employment.  The opportunities to combine enhanced rail linkage, 

commuting and the gentrification of previously hard to manage HMO districts have or are being well 

illustrated by improvements in towns like Folkestone and Margate where improved rail links to London 

have seen significant improvement in day and weekend commuting as well as tourism. There are 

opportunities to better link coastal resort town with, for example Bristol, York, and Manchester, for a 

number of destinations which have existing but relatively poor quality rail links with coastal 

destinations within the sub 1 hour and the 1, to 1.5 hours journey times.  

8.3. Transport connectivity also continues to play a disproportionate important part in persuading 

businesses to relocate to seaside towns and/or to persuade individuals to take up remote home 

working or business start-up options.  Seaside resorts towns score highly on relocation factors like 

quality of environment and quality of life, yet experience indicates that ease of travel to major 

commercial hubs or have clients easily come to visit remains a positive or negative factor for many 

destinations, with those that have better transport links to regional or national capital Cities performing 

much better than those without.  

9. Broadband connection. 

9.1. Availability of superfast broadband combined with quality of life and reasonable transport links to 

major Cities when needed, should give some seaside towns a significant economic boast, although this 

should not be overestimated as there is some evidence that young entrepreneurs are as much, if not 

more likely, to be attracted by inner City life as they are by the alternative outdoor, sports, slower pace 

of life attraction of the average seaside resort.  Using quality broadband as a tool to encourage the 

combination of home working options with commuting options may be a better approach for some 

destinations than attempting to attract new digital businesses per se.    
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10. Quality of education. 

10.1. Some coastal destinations have a reputation for lower educational performance than the national 

average or indeed similar inland towns.  We believe that some of those issues are related to high levels 

of transience within and between resort towns, disrupting education, a lot of it linked to housing 

market and HMO issues.  We are not experts in the area of educational attainment and would therefore 

not wish to speculate further as to cause. 

10.2. The quality of education, or more importantly a reputation for poor attainment may well be an 

underreported barrier to business relocation, new business start-ups, home working and commuter 

development opportunities. Certainly a reputation for good educational standards and achievement 

would support the principle of promoting resort towns as excellent place to work, to live and also to 

visit.  

11. Promotion of destinations. 

11.1. Before a destination can be marketed as such it needs to be managed and the disparate public 

and private sector actors and businesses need to be loosely coordinated to fulfil agreed goals to achieve 

some measure of common purpose under an agreed and well led plan.  Focusing on marketing as the 

principal measure of success is an error.  Regrettably public funding for direct or third party 

public/private sector destination management has been drastically reduced as local government 

funding cuts bite into non-statutory activities.  There is a market failure argument for ensuring that 

modest but ongoing public engagement should continue in coastal destinations where tourism is such a 

key part of the economy and of the social and economic fabric of the community. 

12. Adult social care and NHS services. 

12.1. Among the many non-tourism, visitor economy issues experienced by many seaside resorts and in 

particular larger destinations is a disproportionately higher adult social care cost, which is not properly 

recognised or funded by Central Government.  In essence it appears to be a function of the popularity 

of seaside resorts for retirement.  Couple and individuals who retire to seaside town often inadvertently 

distance themselves from traditional family and friend networks and thus sometime years later are far 

more prone to rely on local social service support.  The steady influx of retirees, longer life span but not 

necessarily health longer lives has resulted over time in significantly higher general and, in particular, 

very elderly social health care needs.  The cost of adult social care, as with everything else, has a direct 

impact on the local Councils ability to service non-statutory or less sensitive statutory provision from 

road maintenance through public toilet and parking provision to destination marketing. As many of our 

principal resort towns are now Unitary Authorities the burden is most acutely felt amongst them.    

12.2. The combination of a higher than average elderly populations, the influx of individuals with social 

and often health care issues, visitors who may fall ill but who are not adequately covered in the NHS 

funding formula all help to put particular strain on GP and hospital provision in resort towns.  Issues like 

individual living semi permanently in caravan parks but not registered with the local GPs who they then 

see as temporary residents, also affect some resorts towns more than others. Underfunded and  
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therefore potentially poorer healthcare provision is an issue for local residents and for potential future 

residents who might otherwise be persuaded to live and/or work in a resort town. 

13. Dispersal of national economic wealth.   

13.1. We firmly believe that there is a market failure argument that supports Government investment 

in seaside tourism, whether that is directly tourism related  investment by local government in to say 

appropriate levels of destination management or indirect intervention in regulating HMO or facilitating 

the creation of more private or public sector affordable housing.  Governments and, in particular, 

Treasury don’t favour tourism market failure argument, especial in relationship to the domestic tourism 

market, which remains the key market for most coastal resorts and indeed for much of the rest of the 

UK tourism industry.  We believe that the case for modest investment to unlock otherwise 

underperforming tourism and visitor economy activity has to be addressed and that addressing the 

arguments for why support is needed may be far more critical, at least in the first instance, than 

addressing what and where that support should be.  

13.2. The solution we think is to recognise that tourism is one of the few universally popular economic 

activities that can efficiently distribute the benefits of economic activity and wealth creation that is 

increasing polarized around major conurbations and in particular London and the South East.  Tourism 

and the visitor economy is one of the few vehicles that takes individuals from their home locations and 

gets them to spend money in often more remote and otherwise economically underperforming areas, 

including many rural and urban coastal areas.  Modest investment to ensure that tourism fulfils its 

capacity as a local economic engine, giving remoter areas viable economic purpose and still allowing 

wealth to be created in urban centres would we feel meet many of Government’s objectives.  Ironically 

perhaps in the case of many of the coastal resorts it would be replicating the economic conditions and 

arguments that drove their creation as resort town in the first place.    

14. Conclusion. We hope our comments are of some interest to the All Party Parliamentary Group.  If it 

would assist the Group’s discussions we would of course be delighted to attend one of their Group 

meetings on this important subject. 
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